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Abstract - Multi-biometrics is an exciting and motivating research topic. It's used to recognizing persons for security 
reasons; to amplify security levels. The present analysis inclined towards next biometrics generation in real-time 
applications. Additionally, combination of biometrics resolves a number of unimodal system inadequacies. On the other 
hand, design and assessment of such systems raises several issues and trade-offs. An up to date review of multi-biometrics 
benefits, restrictions, combination approach, and fusion levels are mentioned in this paper. At last, upon reviewing multi-
biometrics strategies and approaches; some open points are suggested to be considered as a future research point of interest. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
  
Authentication (identifying an individual using 
security system) of users is crucial however it's 
difficult accurate & secured realistic authentication 
technology. Ancient techniques for user 
authentication may be considered as [1, 2]: (1) Token 
based techniques (i.e. key cards and smart cards) and 
(2) Knowledge-based techniques include text-based 
and picture-based passwords (often mixture of 
username and password). 
 
By reason of vulnerabilities in above technique (It 
may be simply misbehaved or misplaced or 
forgotten); ancient techniques are considered to be 
not trustworthy or protected, and aren't presently 
affordable in many security application regions [3, 4]. 
The foremost important advantage of biometrics over 
these strategies is that it can't be stolen, misplaced or 
forgotten. Moreover, it's challenging to spoof 
biometric traits, because of greater accurateness and 
better robustness of biometric recognition [1, 15]; 
Biometric solutions become admired and most 
popular strategies to research individual 
characteristics for security - verification and 
identification-purpose [6]. It couldn't be duplicate or 
imitated and misused. 
 
Practically, the use of biometrics info is that the most 
secure methodology [7]. Consequently, it's currently 
required in several areas like supervising systems, 
security systems and physical buildings [8]. Different 
applications of biometrics systems contains [9, 10]: 
access management (access to pc networks), forensic 
investigations, verification and authentication, border 
management, e-commerce, on-line banking, 
parenthood determination, medical records 
management and security checking. Biometrics 
applications improved significantly in functionality 
within the more such domains. 
 

The word “biometrics” came from Greek word and 
that we will divide it into 2 roots: “bio” means that 
life and “metrics” – to measure. Biometrical 
authentication or simply biometrics is that the method 
of creating positive that the person is who he claims 
to be. Biometrics refers to metrics associated with 
human characteristics. Biometrics authentication (or 
realistic authentication) is used in engineering as a 
kind of identification and access control. It’s 
additionally used to determine people in groups that 
are under surveillance. Biometric identifiers are the 
distinctive, measurable characteristics used to label 
and depict the individual. Biometric identifiers are 
usually classified as physiological versus behavioral 
characteristics. 
 
Physiological characteristics are associated with the 
form of the body. Examples include, but don't seem 
to be restricted to fingerprint, palm veins, face 
recognition, DNA, palm print, hand geometry, iris 
recognition, and retina [10]. Behavioral 
characteristics are associated with the pattern of 
behavior of a person, as well as but not restricted to 
typing speed, rhythm, gait and voice [8]. 
 
Depending on the application context, biometric 
systems might operate in 2 modes: verification mode 
and identification mode [15]. Through verification 
mode, the system verifies the identity by comparing 
the registered biometric attribute by a stored 
biometric template within the system (1:1). This 
mode is used for positive recognition, and it aims to 
stop the multiple individuals from using identical 
identity. In the identification mode, the registered 
sample is then compared with existing templates in a 
central database (1: M). Obviously, verification is 
less computationally costly and additional robust 
compared with identification. 
 
Multi-biometric systems distinguished over ancient 
uni-biometric systems because it addresses the 
problem of non-universality and noisy data. Multi-
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biometric systems will facilitate the indexing of 
large-scale biometric databases. Also, it becomes 
challenging for a fake person to spoof all the 
biometric traits of an approved registered person. 
Generally, it's much more critical to fraudulent 
technologies as a result of it's more difficult to 
counterfeit multiple biometric characteristics. Multi-
biometric recognition systems even have advantages 
within the continuous observance of an individual in 
things or tracking him when one attribute isn't 
adequate in use. These systems still operate although 
the part of biometric sources becomes unavailable or 
a failing (i.e. detector malfunction, software system 
malfunction, or deliberate user manipulation); it 
should view as a fault tolerant system. For these 
advantages, multimodals probably have to produce 
higher accuracy rate. 
 
II. BIOMETRICS OVERVIEW 
 
A biometric system to be realistic and trustworthy 
should meet the actual requirements/characteristics 
[4] [5];  
 
Universality (availability):  Everyone should have 
the characteristic. Availability is measured by the 
"failure to enroll" rate. 
 
Distinctiveness: It declares that any 2 persons should 
sufficiently have totally different characteristic. It’s 
measured by the False Match Rate (FMR). 
 
Permanence (robustness):  The characteristic should 
be stable (with reference to the matching features) 
over a period of time, which implies the stability over 
age. Robustness is measured by the False Non-Match 
Rate (FNMR). 
 
Collectability (accessible): The characteristic will be 
calculated quantitatively and simple to image using 
electronic sensors. Accessibility will be computed by 
the "throughput rate" of the system. 
 
Performance: It means that to achieve recognition 
accuracy, speed, and also the resources needed to the 
application. 
 
Acceptability: The particular user population and 
also the public, in general, should don't have any 
(strong) objections to the collection of the biometric 
characteristic. Acceptableness is measured by 
surveying the device users. 
 
Which biometric characteristic is best? Every 
biometric feature has its own strengths and 
weaknesses and also the alternative typically depends 
on the application. Accordingly, each can be utilized 
in authentication and/or identification applications 
[17]. Predicting the "false acceptance" and "false 
rejection" rates, system throughput, user acceptance, 

and cost savings for operational systems from check 
information, may be a unpredictably tough task. 
Consequently, it's not possible to state that one 
biometric characteristic is "best" for all applications, 
populations, technologies and administration policies. 
 
III. UNIMODAL BIOMETRICS LIMITATIONS 
 
Any single modal biometric has limitations. For 
instance, iris recognition suffers from 
some issues like camera distance, eyelids and 
eyelashes occlusion, lenses, and reflections [18-20]. 
Face changes overages and unstable, & 
twins might have similar face features. 
Also, fake faces from mobiles as example, and 
masks used to attack the system. 
Fingerprint might have some cuts, burns, and 
little injuries temporary or permanent. Moreover, 
fake fingers made up of gelatine and silicon has 
ability to attack the fingerprint-based recognition 
system. Cold results in voice issues and the tape 
recording are also used to hack the system [13]. The 
fingerprint of DNA requires many hours to be 
obtained. Besides, DNA includes 
sensitive information associated with genetic of an 
individuals and the test is quite costly to perform. 
Hand geometry isn't distinctive enough to be applied 
for the oversized population. 
Thus, it's not appropriate for the purpose for 
identification [16]. Gait is sensitive to weight and not 
stable; it's not used for huge population and not 
reliable enough. Signature isn't universal and it 
changes with the time. Offline ones are forgery 
whereas, online signature cannot applied for 
document verification (i.e. Government documents 
and bank cheques). None of above traits alone will 
guarantee excellent recognition performance. 
However, the biometric system 
(either an 'identification' system or a 'verification' 
system) may also be attacked by the outsider or 
unauthorized person at numerous points [21]. 
Combining multiple modalities may be 
a sensible idea to decrease these conditions. 
 
The unimodal biometric admit the evident single  
source of knowledge for authentication (ex., single 
fingerprint, face). Single modal biometric traits might 
not accomplish the specified performance 
requirements; as they need several error rates [5, 15]. 
These systems ought to challenge with a 
range of issues such as: 
 

 Noise in detected data; faulty or improperly 
maintained sensors (i.e. accretion of dirt on a 
fingerprint sensor) might turn out distorted 
and noisy data. For instance a cold has 
effects on the voice, carrying glasses 
changes iris recognition performance, 
deviations in lightweight or illumination in 
face detected …etc.  
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Distinctiveness (Intra-class variations and 
Inter-class similarities); 
Biometric attribute is predicted to 
be numerous significantly across 2 persons. 
Intra-class variations occur once a user 
interacts with the device incorrectly (ex., 
incorrect facial pose). Also, characteristics 
of the individuals are formed with the 
large inter-class similarity (overlap) within 
the feature sets of multiple users. 

 Non-universality; means that the non-ability 
of the biometric to get 
numerous biometric information from a 
group of users because of the poor quality 
and uniformity of 
the acquired biometric data as a result to 
error or a defect within the device. For 
instance, several of population (about 
4%) might have scratch marks or cuts in 
fingerprints. As a result, a fingerprint 
biometric 
system, might remove incorrect minutiae fea
tures from them. Also, user-sensor 
interaction is modification incorrectly. For 
certain, this 
could provide undesired matching outcome. 

 Spoof attacks; a fake traits or biometry of 
the licensed user are registered and 
saved within the example knowledge base; a 
fraud person might decide to spoof 
these perceived data once the traits are used. 
As in [22], artificial fingers/fingerprint will 
be used to spoof the verification 
system. This kind of attack is 
common once using 
behavioural characteristics. 

 
On work of above issues, unimodal biometric 
systems experiences the different shortcomings like: 
Inadequate population coverage, lack of individuality, 
lack of invariant representation and vulnerability 
to evasion [7]. These issues cause higher False Reject 
Rate (FRR) and False acceptance Rate (FAR) [4, 10, 
23] as are shown later in quality 
metrics. Every biometric attribute contain completely 
different information for recognition, so the 
entire error rate is understood to go down 
therefore we've to combine unimodal traits to 
reduce the error rate. 
 
IV. MULTI-BIOMETRICS AS A SOLUTION 
 
Biometric fusion incorporates a history of over thirty 
years. Over one biometric come together to analyze 
high performance multi-biometric recognition 
system. Multi-biometrics has focused on some issues 
associated with unimodal this create its some 
advantages over unimodal biometry like recognition 
accuracy, privacy and biometric information 
enrollment.  

 
Recognition accuracy: Its accuracy is best as 
compared to the unimodal biometric system [24]. The 
multi-biometric system is predicted to be additional 
accuracy and reliableness because of the multiple, 
biometric traits independency and hard to forge all of 
them [15, 10]. Because the combination of every of 
the biometric identifiers offers some additional proof 
regarding the genuineness of an identity claim, one 
will have additional confidence within the result. As 
an example, 2 persons might have the similar 
signature patterns; in this case, the signature 
verification system can produce large FAR for that 
system. Addition of iris recognition system with the 
signature verification system might solve the matter 
and minimizes the FAR [9]. Experiments have shown 
that the accuracy of multimodality will reach close to 
100% in identification. 
 
Privacy: Multimodal biometric systems increase 
opposition to certain kind of vulnerabilities. It checks 
from stolen the templates of biometric system as at 
the time it stores the 2 characteristics of biometric 
system within the info [25]. As an example, it might 
be additional challenge for offender to spoof many 
alternative biometric identifiers [9]. Further, once 2 
or additional modalities are used for authentication, it 
results in become difficult to spoof the biometric 
system.  
 
Biometric data enrollment: Multimodal biometric 
systems will tackle the matter of non-universality. 
Just in case of inconvenience or poor quality of a 
selected biometric data, alternative biometric 
identifier of the multimodal biometric system is used 
to capture data. As an example, a face biometric 
identifier is used in a multimodal system (involves 
fingerprint of general labors with many scars within 
the hand) [9]. Multi-biometric system additionally 
addresses the matter of noisy data effectively (i.e. 
sickness affecting voice, scar affecting fingerprint). 
They permit indexing or filtering of huge biometric 
databases, and is robust to noise. Thus, it provides 
universal coverage and improves matching accuracy 
[5, 10, 26]. 
 
1. Multimodal classes  
Multi-biometric systems have 2 basic categories: 
synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous, 2 or 
additional biometry combined within one 
authorization method. On the other hand, 
asynchronous system uses 2 biometric technologies in 
sequence (one after the other) [27]. Multimodal 
biometric systems will operate in 3 completely 
different modes [15]: 

  
 Serial Mode (cascade mode) – Every modality 

is examined before subsequent modality is 
investigated. The overall recognition period is 
minimized, because the total number of possible 
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identities - before using subsequent modality - 
can be reduced. 

 Parallel Mode – sensed/captured data from 
multiple modalities are utilized in simultaneous 
way to perform recognition. Then the results are 
combined to create final judgment. 

 Hierarchical Mode – individual classifiers are 
combined during a hierarchy -tree like- structure. 
This mode is most popular once an oversized 
range of classifiers are expected. 

 
2. Multi-Biometrics combination set-up  
Recognition systems using multiple biometric traits 
are designed to control in one of the combinative 
varieties as below: 
 
 Multi-sensor systems: The information of 

identical biometric obtained from completely 
different sensors are combined for all. For 
instance, opposite information associated with 
fingerprints are often gain using different kinds 
of sensors (like optical and capacitive sensors). 
Data obtained is then integrated using sensor 
level fusion technique [5]. 

 Multi-modal systems: More than one biometric 
attribute is used for user identification. For 
instance, the data obtained using face and iris 
options or different are often integrated to 
determine the identity of the user [27]. This 
could be additional costly; as a result of it needs 
multiple devices with each sensor sensing 
completely different biometric features. But, the 
upgrading in performance is critical. 

 Multi-instance systems: Multiple instances of 
one biometric attribute are captured. As an 
example, pictures of the left and right irises are 
often used for iris recognition. Also, fingerprints 
from 2 or additional fingers of an individual is 
also combined or one image every of identical 
person is also combined. If one device is used to 
accumulate these pictures during a consecutive 
manner, the system are often created very price 
effective, because it doesn't need multiple 
sensors. Moreover, it doesn't integrate extra 
feature extraction and matching components 
[17].  

 Multi-sample systems: Multiple samples of a 
same biometric attribute are used for the 
enrollment and recognition. As an example, 
together with the frontal face, the left and right 
profiles are captured. Multiple impression of 
identical finger and multiple samples of a voice 
are often combined. Multiple samples could 
conquer poor performance. But, it needs multiple 
copies of sensors, or the user might wait a longer 
period of time to be detected or a mixture of each 
[5].  

 Multi-algorithm systems: Multiple totally 
different approaches to feature extraction and 

matching algorithms are applied to one biometric 
attribute. Final judgment obtained if any of the 
matching fusion technique is often applied on the 
results obtained using completely different 
matching algorithms. These systems are a lot of 
economical as no additional device is needed to 
capture the information. But, these are additional 
complicated due to application of various 
algorithms [15]. 

 Hybrid systems: It is a system that integrates 
over one of the above mentioned multi-biometric 
systems. As an example, 2 fingerprint 
recognition algorithms are often combined with 2 
iris recognition algorithms. Such systems are 
going to be multi-modal and multi-algorithmic 
system. Moreover, if multiple sensors are used to 
get these pictures, then it'll be multi-sensory, and 
if multiple instance of the finger is used, it'll be 
multi-instance system conjointly. 

 
Both of hybrid systems and multi-modal systems are 
often desired by using multiple modalities. However, 
the rest are often achieved with the help of even 
single modality [23]. 
 
3. Levels of Fusion in Multimodal Biometrics 
Multimodal biometric fusion combines 
the differentiated aspect from different biometric 
traits to support the advantages and minimizes the 
shortcomings of the individual aspects [15]. The 
first drawback of information fusion is to choose the 
type of information that ought to be united and also 
the choice of technique for fusion. The aim of fusion 
is to formulate the correct function that 
may optimally combine the information provided by 
the biometric subsystems [8].In 
multimodal biometrics, the fusion scheme may 
be classified as Sensor Level, Feature Level, Match 
Score Level, Rank Level, And Decision Level 
 
 Sensor Level – information coming from 

different sensors is combined. 
 Feature Level – the biometric information 

extracted in the form of features is combined. 
 Score Level – match scores of individual 

biometric comparisons are combined. 
 Decision Level – the results of individual 

biometric comparisons are combined. 
 Rank Level – when the output of each biometric 

system is a subset of probable matches (i.e., 
identities) arranged in decreasing order of 
confidence, the fusion can be done at the rank 
level. This is relevant in an identification system 
where a rank may be assigned to the top 
matching identities. 

 
4. Limitation of Multi-biometrics System  
Some deficiencies are still found like noise within the 
biometry like cuts within the fingerprint and lens 
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mark in iris, this may result in increase the (FRR). In 
addition, the accuracy of the multi-biometric 
enrollment and multi-biometric identification got to 
be improved. In multi-biometrics, failure of 1 
biometry can create the total system to fail [28]. 
Additionally, multimodal biometric systems, is also 
costlier and complex because of the need of 
supplementary hardware and matching algorithms, 
and there's a larger demand for computational 
problem and storage [9]. Next section can list the 
performance metrics that distinguish between the 
multi-biometrics techniques. 
 
5. Quality performance and metrics 
Various quality performance metrics determine the 
performance of any biometric identification 
techniques. It facilitates comparison systems and 
motivating the progress [13]. The most common 
performance metrics of biometric systems are 
represented below [12]:  
 

 False Acceptance Rate (FAR): It's the 
measure of risk that a biometric system can 
incorrectly determine an unauthorized user 
as a legitimate user. A biometric system 
providing low far ensures high security. 
FAR = number of False Acceptances / 
number of Identification tries  

 False Rejection Rate (FRR): It's the 
measure of risk that the biometric system 
can incorrectly reject a legitimate user as an 
invalid user. 
FRR = number of False Rejections / number 
of Identification tries  

 
The performance measurements of a biometric 
system are closely tied to False Reject Rate (FRR) 
and False Acceptance Rate (FAR). An idyllic 
biometric system is predicted to provide zero value 
for each far and FRR. Means that it ought to accept 
all legitimate users and reject all fake identity claims, 
which are virtually impossible. 
 
FAR and FRR are reciprocally proportional to every 
alternative. If far is increased then the FRR turned 
down. A biometric system giving high FRR ensures 
high security. If the FRR is simply too high, then the 
system needs getting into the live trial a number of 
times, that makes it less capable. The performance of 
existing biometry technologies is distant from the 
idyllic. Therefore the system developers ought to 
keep an equilibrium between these 2 aspects looking 
on the protection necessities. 
 

 Equal Error Rate (EER): For a simple 
sensible analysis, it's accustomed summarize 
the performance of a biometric system that's 
outlined at the purpose wherever False 
Reject Rate (FRR) and False acceptance 
Rate (FAR) are identical. System with the 

lower EER, is that the more correct and 
specific [1, 9, 29].  

 Failure to Capture (FTC): Denotes the 
proportion of times the biometric machine 
fails to mechanically capture a biometric 
feature once given properly. This usually 
happens once system deals with a indication 
of inadequate quality [24]. 

 Failure to Enrols Rate (FER or FTE): 
Denotes the proportion of times users cannot 
enrol within the recognition system [30]. 
Information input is taken into account 
invalid because of poor quality.  

 Template Capacity: It's the utmost number 
of sets of information which might be input 
in to the system [24]. 

 
Usually, the above performance metrics are expressed 
using totally different graphs such as Receiver 
Operating Characteristic (ROC), Score 
Histogram (SH)and Cumulative Match Characteristic 
(CMC) [9]. 
 
 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 

curve:  There's a trade-off between FAR and 
FRR in each biometric system. In fact, each of 
them are functions of the system threshold (t), 
if it's declined to form the system achieves higher 
tolerance to input variations and noise, 
then FAR will increase. On the other hand, 
if it's raised to form the system safer, then 
FRR will increase consequently. The ROC plot is 
obtained by graphing the values of FAR against 
FRR, at numerous operating points (thresholds) 
on a linear or logarithmic or semi-logarithmic 
curve. Detection Error Trade off (DET) could be 
a common variation, which is obtained 
via traditional deviate scales on each axis [24]. 
This graph is additional linear that illuminates 
the variations for higher performances. 

 Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) 
curve:  CMC is employed in biometric 
identification to summarize the identification rate 
at totally different rank values [8]. 

 Score Histogram (SH): SH plots the frequency 
of the scores for matches and non-matches over 
the match score range. 

 
These metrics are needed to differentiate between 
each level fusion and method considered for the 
multi-biometrics as a solution. 
 
V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
MULTI-BIOMETRICS RECOGNITION 
TRADE-OFFS 
 
In general, any biometric recognition system 
architecture is associated to software-based 
techniques and hardware-based techniques. The 
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complications at this point are to satisfy all challenges 
necessity such as: user friendly, swift (i.e. the system 
must identify individuals in real time), low price, high 
performance, less intrusive, fraud checks and high 
intrusive discovery rate [31]. Briefly, design issues in 
multi-biometrics consist of; 
 
 Picking the biometric modalities and range of 

traits (defining and estimation of every modality 
dependability continues to be open analysis 
issue).  

 Choosing the best samples for a selected 
biometric.  

 Fusion level and fusion methodology. 
 Fusion situation and common strategy. 
 Price against performance and preciseness 

against trait trade-offs. 
 Verification and/or identification system for 

application. 
 Expert features selection difficulties.  
 
In order to optimize the multi-biometric recognition 
benefits, the issues of system design at the start ought 
to be understood better; that the additional 
economical design methodology and system design 
may be built up. For example, to settle on whether or 
not combining multiple biometric or combining 
multiple samples of an equivalent attribute is best, to 
attain financial set-up. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Multi-biometrics topic has created a centre of 
attraction in recent analysis. It is applied to identify 
people supported their physiological and behavioral 
characteristics for the security purpose. 
Outline of biometry illustrated that it's unattainable to 
find the most effective single biometric appropriate 
for all applications, populations, technologies and 
administration strategy. As well, integration of 
biometric modalities will solve restrictions 
of unimodal system to achieve higher performance. 
Benefits and drawbacks of multi-biometrics 
mentioned as we tend to introduced it as a solution. 
During this paper, reviews of combination approach 
and fusion levels prior to matching and after 
matching are mentioned with benefits and 
drawbacks of every type. Still, design and measure 
the multi-biometric systems raises several issues and 
inclinations. Finally, some open points are suggested 
to be considered as a future analysis point of interest 
and enhance application. 
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